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(54) Systems and methods for haptics in vibrating environments and devices

(57) Systems and methods for haptics in vibrating
environments and devices are disclosed. For example,
one described system includes: a haptic output device;
a processor coupled to the haptic output device, the proc-
essor configured to: determine that a haptic effect should
be generated; receive a signal associated with a parasitic

vibration; determine a haptic effect based in part on the
parasitic vibration; and output a haptic signal associated
with the haptic effect to the haptic output device. The
haptic effect may be determined to comprise an effect
configured to be felt distinctly from the parasitic vibration.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention generally relates to hap-
tic feedback, and more particularly to systems and meth-
ods for haptic feedback in vibrating environments and
devices.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Haptic feedback can provide a conduit for elec-
tronic devices to communicate information to users. This
conduit can be in addition to standard visual or auditory
effects. The number of devices that include some form
of haptic feedback has increased dramatically over the
past several years. However, some of these devices al-
ready output vibrations, for example, as a byproduct of
their regular operation. Further, many devices may be
used in a vibrating environment. Either of these may dull
or overwhelm haptic effects. Accordingly, there is a need
for a device to compensate for these background vibra-
tions.

SUMMARY

[0003] Embodiments of the present disclosure include
devices featuring haptics in vibrating environments and
devices. A system according to the present disclosure
may comprise: a haptic output device; a processor cou-
pled to the haptic output device, the processor configured
to: determine that a haptic effect should be generated;
receive a signal associated with a parasitic vibration; de-
termine a haptic effect based in part on the parasitic vi-
bration; and output a haptic signal associated with the
haptic effect to the haptic output device.
[0004] The invention is described with reference to il-
lustrative embodiments which are mentioned not to limit
or define the limits of the present subject matter, but to
provide examples to aid understanding thereof. Illustra-
tive embodiments are discussed in the Detailed Descrip-
tion, and further description is provided there. Advantag-
es offered by various embodiments may be further un-
derstood by examining this specification and/or by prac-
ticing one or more embodiments of the claimed subject
matter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] These and other features, aspects, and advan-
tages of the present disclosure are better understood
when the following Detailed Description is read with ref-
erence to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is a block diagram of systems and methods
for haptics in vibrating environments and devices ac-
cording to one embodiment;
Figure 2 is an illustration of one embodiment of a

system for haptics in vibrating environments and de-
vices;
Figure 3 is an illustration of a flow chart of one em-
bodiment of a method for haptics in vibrating envi-
ronments and devices;
Figure 4A is an illustration of one embodiment of a
system for haptics in vibrating devices;
Figure 4B is an illustration of another embodiment
of a system for haptics in vibrating devices; and
Figure 5 is an illustration of another embodiment of
a system for haptics in vibrating devices.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0006] Several illustrative embodiments will now be
described with respect to the accompanying drawings,
which form a part hereof. While particular embodiments,
in which one or more aspects of the disclosure may be
implemented, are described below, other embodiments
may be used and various modifications may be made
without departing from the scope of the invention as de-
fined by the appended claims.

Illustrative Embodiment of Haptics in a Vibrating En-
vironments or Devices

[0007] One illustrative embodiment of the present dis-
closure comprises a device that may be used in an en-
vironment prone to vibration, for example, a smartphone
or other device comprising a haptic output device and a
user interface through which the user feels haptic effects.
A mobile device of the illustrative embodiment may be
used in for example, a car, an airplane, a bus, a train, or
some other environment that has substantial vibrations.
These parasitic vibrations may interfere with the haptic
effects output by the illustrative mobile device. For ex-
ample, a parasitic vibration may mask a vibration output
by the haptic output device.
[0008] The illustrative embodiment of the present dis-
closure comprises systems for compensating for these
parasitic vibrations. For example, the illustrative embod-
iment may comprise a data store comprising data asso-
ciated with the parasitic vibrations. This data store may
be local to the mobile device, or accessible via a network
connection. Thus, in the illustrative embodiment, when
the user is in a location associated with parasitic vibra-
tions the illustrative mobile device may receive a signal
from the data store. Based on this signal, the illustrative
mobile device may determine a haptic effect that is dis-
tinguishable from the parasitic vibration.
[0009] This distinguishable haptic effect may comprise
one or more of many potential haptic effects. For exam-
ple, the haptic effect may comprise a vibration based
effect configured to be felt in spite of the parasitic vibra-
tion, e.g. a haptic effect at a different frequency and/or
amplitude than the vibration and thus distinguishable
from the parasitic vibration. Additionally or alternatively,
the haptic effect may comprise an effect configured to
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compensate for the parasitic vibrations. For example, the
haptic effect may comprise a vibration at a frequency and
amplitude configured to compensate for, or mask (e.g.
"reduce" or "cancel") the parasitic vibration.
[0010] The haptic effect may comprise a skin stretching
effect, an electrostatic based effect, or a surface defor-
mation effect. The parasitic vibration may have little or
no impact on the haptic effect. Further, the haptic effect
may comprise a non-vibration based effect.
[0011] The haptic effect may comprise an effect con-
figured to control the parasitic vibration. For example, the
parasitic vibration may be the result of the normal oper-
ation of the device. The device may for example comprise
a motor or other component that outputs the parasitic
vibration. The haptic effect may comprise controlling the
motor or other component to vary the parasitic vibration,
and thus output a perceptible haptic effect.
[0012] Thus, the mobile or other device may output a
haptic effect that the user can perceive despite the par-
asitic vibration. This may enable the user to use the il-
lustrative device in a vibrating environment, e.g. in a car,
train, or airplane.
[0013] The device may be incorporated into the vibrat-
ing environment. For example, the illustrative device may
comprise a touch screen display for use in a car stereo
or a touch screen for use in an airplane entertainment
system. In such an embodiment, the device may output
a haptic effect that is distinguishable from the vibration
of the larger system (e.g. the vibration as the car moves
over the road or as the airplane experiences turbulence).
[0014] Additionally or alternatively, the device may be
a device that already includes a vibration, e.g. an electric
razor, a kitchen appliance, or piece of industrial equip-
ment. The parasitic vibration may be generated by a mo-
tor or other component on the device which normally
serves a purpose other than for generating haptic effects.
Thus, the haptic effect may be associated with controlling
this motor or the like, e.g. briefly stopping or slowing its
operation, and thus generating a perceptible haptic effect
by stopping or slowing the parasitic vibration.
[0015] These illustrative examples are given to intro-
duce the reader to the general subject matter discussed
herein. The invention is not limited to these examples.
The following sections describe various additional em-
bodiments and examples of systems and methods for
haptics in vibrating environments
[0016] Referring now to the drawings in which like nu-
merals indicate like elements throughout the several Fig-
ures, Figure 1 is a block diagram of a system for haptics
in vibrating environments and devices according to one
embodiment of the disclosure.
[0017] The system 100 shown in Figure 1 comprises
a device 102. Device 102 may comprise one of a variety
of handheld devices, such as a mobile phone, a personal
digital assistant (PDA), or a handheld navigation system.
Alternatively, the present disclosure may be implement-
ed in a device that is not portable, for example, in an
automobile console, an airplane console, a console for

industrial equipment, a household appliance, a gaming
console, or other device, whether primarily electronic or
not.
[0018] Embodiments of the present disclosure can be
implemented in combination with, or may comprise com-
binations of: digital electronic circuitry, computer hard-
ware, firmware, and software. The device 102 shown in
Figure 1 comprises a processor 110. The processor 110
receives input signals and generates signals for commu-
nication, display, and providing haptic feedback. The
processor 110 includes or is in communication with one
or more computer-readable media, such as memory 112,
which may comprise random access memory (RAM).
[0019] The processor 110 executes computer-execut-
able program instructions stored in memory 112, such
as executing one or more computer programs for mes-
saging or for generating haptic feedback. Processor 110
may comprise a microprocessor, a digital signal proces-
sor (DSP), an application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC), one or more field programmable gate arrays (FP-
GAs), or state machines. The processor may further com-
prise a programmable electronic device such as a PLC,
a programmable interrupt controller (PIC), a programma-
ble logic device (PLD), a programmable read-only mem-
ory (PROM), an electronically programmable read-only
memory (EPROM or EEPROM), or other similar devices.
[0020] Memory 112 comprises a computer-readable
medium that may store instructions, which, when exe-
cuted by the processor 110, cause it to perform various
steps, such as those described herein. Suitable compu-
ter-readable media may comprise, but are not limited to,
non-transient computer readable media such as, an elec-
tronic, optical, magnetic, or other storage or transmission
device capable of providing the processor 110 with com-
puter-readable instructions. Other examples of media
comprise, but are not limited to, a floppy disk, CD-ROM,
magnetic disk, memory chip, ROM, RAM, ASIC, config-
ured processor, all optical media, all magnetic tape or
other magnetic media, or any other medium from which
a computer processor can read. Also, various other de-
vices may include or comprise or constitute suitable com-
puter-readable media, such as a router, private or public
network, or other transmission device. Thus the memory
112 may be internal to or external of the device 102. The
processor 110, and the processing, described may be in
one or more structures, and may be dispersed throughout
one or more structures.
[0021] Memory 112 may further comprise a data store
comprising data associated with the parasitic vibrations.
For example, memory 112 may comprise a database of
parasitic vibrations associated with various environ-
ments, which is accessible by processor 110. For exam-
ple, in some embodiments, memory 112 may comprise
a database of one or more templates of parasitic vibra-
tions. These templates may comprise data associated
with parasitic vibrations in common environments. For
example, the templates may comprise data associated
with vibrations: on an airplane (e.g. in various levels of
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turbulence), a bus on various types of roads, a car on
various types of roads, or another environment associ-
ated with background vibrations.
[0022] Referring still to Figure 1, the device 102 also
comprises a user input device 114 in communication with
the processor 110. For example, the user input device
114 may comprise a touchscreen. User input device 114
may sense user interaction as well as the location of the
interaction. For example the user input device may com-
prise a capacitance-based touchscreen. Additionally or
alternatively, user input device 114 may comprise a but-
ton, switch, slider, or trackball. The device 102 may com-
prise both a touch screen and an additional user input
device 114, or a non-touch sensitive screen and a user
input device.
[0023] The device 102 also comprises a display 116.
Display 116 is in communication with processor 110 and
is configured to display output from the processor 110 to
the user. For instance, the device 102 may comprise a
liquid crystal display (LCD) disposed beneath the user
input device 114. The display 116 and user input device
114 may comprise a single, integrated component, such
as a touch-screen LCD. Alternatively, device 102 may
not comprise a display.
[0024] The device 102 also comprises a haptic output
device 118, which is in communication with the processor
110 and configured to output a haptic effect. The proc-
essor 110 outputs a haptic signal to the haptic output
device 118, which then outputs a haptic effect based on
the haptic signal. For instance, the processor 110 may
output a haptic signal designed to cause the haptic output
device 118 to vibrate. Additionally or alternatively, in re-
sponse to the haptic signal, haptic output device 118 may
output a different type of haptic effect. For example, hap-
tic output device 118 may be configured to output a haptic
effect varying a perceived coefficient of friction of a touch
surface. Additionally or alternatively, haptic output device
118 may provide vibrotactile haptic effects that move user
input device 114, or other components of device 102, in
a controlled manner.
[0025] Haptic output device 118 may comprise an ac-
tuator coupled to a housing of the device 102, and some
haptic effects may use multiple actuators in sequence
and/or in concert. For example, the perceptible coeffi-
cient of friction can be varied by vibrating the surface at
varying frequencies above a threshold. Different combi-
nations/sequences of variance can be used to simulate
other effects.
[0026] Although a single haptic output device 118 is
shown in Figure 1, multiple haptic output devices of the
same or different type may be used to output varying
types of effects. For example, a piezoelectric actuator
may be used to displace some or all of a touch surface
vertically and/or horizontally at ultrasonic frequencies,
such as by using an actuator moving at frequencies great-
er than 20kHz. Multiple actuators such as eccentric ro-
tating mass motors and linear resonant actuators can be
used alone or in concert to provide other haptic effects.

Additionally or alternatively, haptic output device 118
may comprise an electrostatic actuator, or an actuator
configured to modify the shape of one or more compo-
nents of device 102.
[0027] Additionally or alternatively, haptic output de-
vice 118 may comprise a device configured to vary a
vibration output by a motor or other component on device
102. For example, haptic output device 118 may com-
prise an additional mass to be applied to the motor in
order to vary the rotation of that motor and generate a
vibration. In another embodiment, haptic output device
118 may comprise a device configured to vary a structural
characteristic of a housing or a mount associated with
the motor. This may vary the parasitic vibration in a way
that is perceptible to the user of device 102.
[0028] The device 102 also comprises a sensor 120.
The sensor 120 is configured to detect a parasitic vibra-
tion, and transmit a signal associated with the parasitic
vibration to the processor 110. Sensor 120 may be a
component of haptic output device 118. For example,
haptic output device 118 may comprise a piezoelectric
actuator that also serves as a sensor to detect parasitic
vibrations. Additionally or alternatively, sensor 120 may
comprise another type of vibration detection device, for
example, an accelerometer. Additionally or alternatively,
sensor 120 may comprise a sensor configured to deter-
mine the location of device 102. For example, sensor 120
may comprise a GPS sensor configured to determine
whether the device 102 is currently in an area associated
with a specific type of parasitic vibration, e.g. a road, a
train, an airplane, or some other location associated with
a parasitic vibration. Sensor 120 is not a required com-
ponent of device 102.
[0029] Turning now to Figures 2A-2B, which illustrate
an example of a system for haptics in vibrating environ-
ments or devices. Figure 2A is a diagram illustrating an
external view of a system 200 comprising a computing
device 201 that comprises a touch-enabled display 202.
Figure 2B shows a cross-sectional view of device 201.
Device 201 may be configured similarly to device 102
described above with regard to Figure 1, though compo-
nents such as the processor, memory, sensors, and the
like are not shown in this view for purposes of clarity.
[0030] As can be seen in Figure 2B, device 201 in-
cludes a plurality of haptic output devices 218 and an
additional haptic output device 222. Haptic output de-
vice(s) 218-1 may comprise an actuator configured to
impart vertical force to display 202, while 218-2 may
move display 202 laterally. In this example, the haptic
output devices are coupled directly to the display, but it
should be understood that the actuators could be coupled
to another touch surface, such as a layer of material on
top of display 202. Additional actuator 222 may be cou-
pled to a housing containing the components of device
201. In the examples of Figures 2A-2B, the area of display
202 corresponds to the touch area, though the principles
could be applied to a touch surface completely separate
from the display.
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[0031] Haptic output devices 218 may each comprise
a piezoelectric actuator, while additional actuator 222
may comprise an eccentric rotating mass motor, a linear
resonant actuator, or another piezoelectric actuator. Ac-
tuator 222 can be configured to provide a vibrotactile hap-
tic effect in response to a haptic signal from the proces-
sor. The vibrotactile haptic effect can be utilized in con-
junction with surface-based haptic effects and/or for other
purposes.
[0032] Either or both haptic output devices 218-1 and
218-2 can comprise an actuator such as a piezoelectric
actuator. Additionally or alternatively, haptic output de-
vices 218-1 and 218-2 may comprise an electromagnetic
actuator, an electroactive polymer, a shape memory al-
loy, a flexible composite piezo actuator (e.g. an actuator
comprising a flexible material), electrostatic, and/or mag-
netostrictive actuators. Additionally, a single actuator 222
is shown, although multiple other haptic output devices
can be coupled to the housing of device 201 and/or other
actuators 222 may be coupled elsewhere. Alternatively,
one or more of the actuators 218-1 and 218-2, or the
actuator 222, may be omitted. Device 201 may feature
multiple haptic output devices 218-1 / 218-2 coupled to
the touch surface at different locations, as well.
[0033] Turning back to Figure 2A, a user may interact
with touch enabled display 202. And in response to the
user interaction, one or more of the haptic output devices
218-1 / 218-2 may output a haptic effect. However, the
mobile device 201 may be used in an area comprising
significant parasitic vibrations. In such circumstances,
the haptic effect may be tuned to be perceptible despite
the parasitic vibrations. Thus, when the device is in an
area associated with parasitic vibrations, the haptic effect
may comprise a haptic effect that is clearly distinguish-
able from the parasitic vibration. This effect may com-
prise, for example, an electrostatic based effect, a skin
stretch effect, or a surface deformation effect. Further,
this effect may comprise a non-vibration based effect.
When the device is no longer in an area associated with
parasitic vibrations, the haptic effect may comprise a vi-
bration based effect.

Illustrative Method for Haptics in Vibrating Environ-
ments or Devices

[0034] Referring now to Figure 3, Figure 3 is a flow
chart describing an exemplary embodiment for a method
for haptics in vibrating environments or devices. The
stages in Figure 3 may be implemented in program code
that is executed by a processor, for example, the proc-
essor in a general purpose computer, a mobile device,
or server. These stages may be implemented by a group
of processors, for example, a processor on a mobile de-
vice and processors on one or more general purpose
computers, such as servers. The stages below are de-
scribed with regard to the components of device 102 de-
scribed above with regard to Figure 1.
[0035] As shown in FIG. 3, the method 300 starts at

stage 302 when processor 110 determines that a haptic
effect should be generated. For example, processor 110
may determine that a haptic effect should be generated
as an alert associated with some component of the device
102. For example, the haptic effect may be associated
with the current battery level, the presence of a network
or other type of connection, or some other features as-
sociated with the operation of the device. The haptic ef-
fect may be associated with a task or application on the
mobile device, for example, the haptic effect may be as-
sociated with a GPS application and comprise an indica-
tion that the user has arrived at a particular location. As
another example, the haptic effect may comprise an in-
dication that a file has been downloaded, or that some
operation or task has been completed.
[0036] Continuing to step 304 when processor 110 re-
ceives a signal associated with a parasitic vibration. The
signal may be received from memory 112, which may
comprise a database associated with parasitic vibrations.
For example, memory 112 may comprise a database of
one or more templates of parasitic vibrations. These tem-
plates may comprise data associated with parasitic vi-
brations in common environments. For example, the tem-
plates may comprise data associated with vibrations on
or in: an airplane (e.g. in various levels of turbulence), a
bus on various types of roads, a car on various types of
roads, or another environment associated with back-
ground vibrations.
[0037] Additionally or alternatively, the signal may be
received from sensor 120, which is configured to detect
the parasitic vibrations. Sensor 120 may comprise, for
example, an accelerometer. Alternatively, sensor 120
may comprise a component of haptic output device 118.
For example, haptic output device 118 may comprise a
piezoelectric element. Further, the piezoelectric element
may be configured to output a signal associated with the
parasitic vibrations of device 102. This signal may com-
prise data such as the magnitude or frequency of the
parasitic vibration. Yet alternatively, the signal may be
received from a location system (e.g. GPS or AGS) that
provides the current location and/or velocity. In such
case, processor 110 may determine the user’s current
location and data about the vibration based on this infor-
mation. For example, if processor 110 determines that
the user is traveling at above a certain speed on the In-
terstate, other road or railway, processor 110 may deter-
mine that a specific type of corresponding parasitic vi-
bration is likely present.
[0038] At stage 306 processor 110 determines a haptic
effect based in part on the parasitic vibration. The haptic
effect may be a haptic effect configured to compensate
for the parasitic vibrations. For example, the haptic effect
may comprise a vibration based effect configured to be
felt in spite of the parasitic vibration, e.g. a haptic effect
at a different frequency and/or amplitude than the vibra-
tion and thus distinguishable from the parasitic vibration.
For example, processor 110 may ensure that any haptic
effect is not output at a resonant frequency of the parasitic
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vibration by multiplying the frequency of the parasitic vi-
bration by a fractional value (e.g. 1.3 or 1.7). Additionally
or alternatively processor 110 may perform a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of the parasitic vibration to select fre-
quency components that are not represented or not
strongly represented by the parasitic vibration.
[0039] The haptic effect may comprise an effect con-
figured to compensate for the parasitic vibrations in other
ways. For example, the haptic effect may comprise a
vibration at a frequency and amplitude configured to com-
pensate for, mask, interfere with, reduce, or cancel the
parasitic vibration. For example, the haptic effect may
comprise a vibration at substantially the same frequency
and amplitude as the parasitic vibration, but offset by 180
degrees, and thus configured to substantially cancel the
effect of the parasitic vibration. The same or another ac-
tuator which supplies the vibration which cancels or at-
tenuates the parasitic vibration, may output another hap-
tic effect intended to be sensed as haptic feedback by a
user of the device.
[0040] Additionally or alternatively, the haptic effect
may comprise an effect that is clearly distinguishable
from the parasitic vibration and thus the parasitic vibra-
tion will have little or no effect on the haptic effect. For
example, the haptic effect may comprise a skin stretching
effect, an electrostatic based effect, or a surface defor-
mation effect. For example, the haptic effect may com-
prise an effect configured to vary the perceived coeffi-
cient of friction on the surface of user input device 114.
Additionally or alternatively, the haptic effect may com-
prise an effect configured to raise or lower a segment of
user input device 114 (e.g. create a surface deformation
on user input device 114). The haptic effect may comprise
moving user input device 114, or a component of user
input device 114, in a way that is perceptible to the user.
As another example, the haptic effect may comprise an
effect that is not associated with vibrations, and is thus
perceptible despite the parasitic vibration. These various
examples are not mutually exclusive and are non-limiting.
[0041] The parasitic vibration may comprise a vibration
associated with the normal operation of the device. For
example, the device may comprise, an electric razor, a
kitchen appliance, or piece of industrial equipment. Thus,
the parasitic vibration may be generated by a motor or
other component on the device. In such case, the haptic
effect may be associated with controlling this motor or
component, e.g. briefly stopping or slowing its operation,
and thus generating a perceptible haptic effect by stop-
ping or slowing the parasitic vibration. For example, a
housing of the device may comprise a magnetorheolog-
ical fluid, which changes viscosity when a magnetic field
is applied. The magnetorheological fluid may comprise
a mechanical coupling between the component and the
housing or between a part of the housing touched or held
by the user and another part of the housing to which the
component is mechanically coupled, e.g. mounted. Thus,
a magnetic field may be applied to vary the strength of
the parasitic vibration. The user may detect this change

in the parasitic vibration as a haptic effect. In another
embodiment, the device may comprise one or more (e.g.
adjustable) air sacs or shock absorbers that are used to
vary the strength of the parasitic vibration and thus output
a detectible haptic effect.
[0042] Next processor 110 outputs a haptic signal as-
sociated with the haptic effect 308. This haptic signal may
be a digital or analog signal comprising the data needed
for haptic output device 118 to output the haptic effect.
The haptic signal may be an analog drive signal for a
haptic output device, or the haptic signal may be a high-
level signal comprising parametric information describing
the haptic effect to be output (e.g. a command identifier
and associated parameters). In such case, haptic output
device 118 may comprise the internal capability of deter-
mining and outputting a haptic effect based on the com-
mand identifier and associated parameters.
[0043] At stage 310, haptic output device 118 outputs
the haptic effect. This haptic effect may comprise a vi-
bration effect, which as described above is configured to
be distinguishable from the parasitic effect. Additionally
or alternatively, it may comprise a different type of haptic
effect, for example, an electrostatic friction effect, a sur-
face deformation effect, or a skin stretch effect, config-
ured to be felt distinctly from the parasitic vibration.

Illustrative Systems for Haptics in Vibrating Environ-
ments or Devices

[0044] Referring now to Figures 4A and 4B, Figure 4A
is an illustration of a system for providing haptics in vi-
brating environments or devices. Figure 4A comprises
system 400, which may be mounted inside the housing
of a device according to the present disclosure. As shown
in Figure 4A, the system comprises a motor 416 connect-
ed to a gear 404 via a shaft 402. This motor may be
configured to perform various tasks. For example, in one
embodiment, motor 416 comprises the motor on a house-
hold appliance, such as a blender, coffee grinder, hand
mixer, or some other known appliance. In other embod-
iments, motor 416 comprises a motor for use in industrial
or commercial applications. For example, motor 416 may
be a motor for use in a drill, saw, sander, or some other
industrial tool.
[0045] When motor 416 is in operation it outputs a vi-
bration (described above as a parasitic vibration). Rather
than using an additional vibration to output a haptic effect,
the processor may instead output an effect associated
with controlling this parasitic vibration. Accordingly, as
shown in Figure 4A, system 400 further comprises a brak-
ing mechanism 406 and brake 408, configured to brake
gear 404 or some other part of the motor416 or its drive
train or its driven element (not shown).
[0046] When a processor determines a haptic effect to
be output, the processor transmits a trigger signal to brak-
ing mechanism 406. In response, braking mechanism
406 pulls brake 408 against gear 404, thus slowing gear
404 and any co-driven components. When gear 404 etc.
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slows, a torque is output on system 400 which may then
be imparted on a device incorporating the system 400.
The intensity of the torque is associated with the braking
force applied to gear 404. Thus, braking mechanism 406
may be configured to apply varying pressures on gear
404 to provide varying levels of torque. For example, the
processor may determine a weak haptic effect. In such
an event braking mechanism 406 causes the brake 408
to press lightly against the gear 404 to slow it only slightly,
thereby outputting a small torque. In other instances, the
processor may determine a strong haptic effect. In such
an event, braking mechanism 406 causes the brake 408
to press against the gear 404 to rapidly slow it and thereby
output a strong torque (e.g. bringing gear 404 etc. to a
complete stop in less than a full rotation - although the
magnitude of the deceleration is the main reaction torque
defining factor, and neither complete stoppage nor a du-
ration of less than one rotation is necessary). Gear 404
may be substituted by any other suitable drivetrain com-
ponent capable of being braked and undergoing the re-
quired changes in angular momentum.
[0047] The system shown in Figure 4A may operate
differently. For example, braking mechanism 406 may
not be present. Instead, electric motor 416 may be con-
figured to output the haptic effect by quickly accelerating
gear 404 or a flywheel or another mass coupled to the
shaft 402 (not shown in Figure 4A), and thereby output
a torque. The system 400 may further comprise an en-
ergy store such as a capacitor or battery, configured to
store and release energy to allow electric motor 416 to
accelerate gear 404 quickly enough to output a torque.
[0048] Figure 4B is an illustration of another system
for haptics in vibrating environments or devices. As
shown in Figure 4B, system 450 comprises a flywheel
452, moveable weights 454, and track 456. Flywheel 452
is configured to be rotated by an electric or other motor
or actuator. For example, an electric motor associated
with one of the devices discussed above with regard to
Figure 4A.
[0049] The positions of the moveable weights 454 may
be configured for example based on the application of a
magnetic field. For example, the moveable weights 454
may comprise a material that is responsive to applied
magnetic fields, such as iron or some composite mate-
rials. The moveable weights 454 may comprise magnets.
For example, a magnetic coil may encircle the flywheel
452 and be activated to draw the moveable weights 454
to the outer edge of the flywheel, or to return the moveable
weights 454 to the center of the flywheel. The moveable
weights 454 may be held at or near a rest position, such
as near the center of the flywheel 452 by springs to resist
centrifugal forces while the flywheel is spinning. Such
springs may then be overpowered by the application of
a magnetic field to draw the moveable weights 454 to the
edge of the flywheel 452.
[0050] When the moveable weights 454 move, they
change the distribution of mass on the flywheel 452 and
thus change the angular momentum of flywheel 452. This

change in angular momentum causes flywheel 452 to
output a force on the motor that is rotating it. The user
holding the handheld device that the actuator is associ-
ated with may feel this force as a haptic effect. In some
embodiments, this haptic effect may comprise rotating,
or torqueing the handheld device in the user’s hand.
[0051] In the embodiment shown in Figure 4B, track
456 comprises a groove cut along a straight line or other
linear guide passing through the center axis of flywheel
452. In other embodiments track 456 may comprise a
different configuration. For example, in one embodiment,
track 456 may be configured to keep both weights 454
at the center of flywheel 456 when a haptic effect is not
being output. But when flywheel 452 receives a trigger
signal .from the processor, track 456 may be configured
to allow weights 454 to move to the same part of flywheel
452 to provide an eccentric rotating mass. Different num-
bers of weights may be used; including a single weight
in the case of controllably providing an eccentric rotating
mass
[0052] In the embodiment shown in Figure 4B, system
450 comprises two weights 454 and one track 456. In
other embodiments, a different number of weights and
tracks may be used. For example, in one embodiment,
flywheel 452 may comprise three weights, and each
weight may comprise its own track.
[0053] In other embodiments, not shown in Figures 4A
or 4B, rather than applying a brake or an eccentric rotat-
ing mass, the haptic effect may instead be output by mod-
ifying a component of the housing in which the electric
motor is placed. For example, a housing of the device
may comprise a magnetorheological fluid, which chang-
es viscosity when a magnetic field is applied. Thus, a
magnetic field may be applied to vary the strength of the
parasitic vibration. The user may detect this change in
the parasitic vibration as a haptic effect. In another em-
bodiment, the device may comprise one or more air sacs
or shock absorbers that are used to vary the strength of
the parasitic vibration and thus output a detectible haptic
effect.
[0054] Turning now to Figure 5 another system for hap-
tics in a vibrating device is shown. Shown in Figure 5 is
system 500, which comprises an electric razor 502. The
electric razor 502 comprises an electric motor, which out-
puts a parasitic vibration when in operation. Accordingly,
Electric Razor 502 may implement a system for output-
ting a haptic effect in a vibrating device in order to provide
haptic feedback to the user. This may comprise one of
the systems described above with regard to Figures 4A
and 4B. Additionally or alternatively it may comprise mak-
ing other changes to the operation of the electric motor
in order to output a perceptible haptic effect. This haptic
effect may be associated with data associated with Elec-
tric Razor 502’s operation. For example, the haptic effect
may be associated with the current battery level of the
device, i.e. a strong haptic effect may be associated with
a warning that the battery level is low. Additionally or
alternatively, the haptic effect(s) may be associated with
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other operational information, e.g. operating time, device
setting (e.g. trimmer length), and/or the temperature of
the motor of the device.

Advantages of Various Embodiments of the Present 
Disclosure

[0055] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide
numerous advantages over conventional methods of
providing haptic feedback. For example, embodiments
described herein make haptic effects usable in devices
that are prone to vibration. This may be useful for mobile
devices that users carry into vibrating environments. Sim-
ilarly, this may be useful for incorporating haptics into
new locations, for example, control systems in cars, air-
planes, trains, or buses, or other vibration prone appa-
ratus and environments.
[0056] Furthermore, embodiments of the present dis-
closure may enable haptics to be incorporated into de-
vices that already output some vibrations. This may en-
able haptics to be incorporated into industrial applications
and also household appliances. This will lead to these
devices being more usable, as users will be able to re-
ceive information from devices through more than the
traditional senses of sight and sound. This will ultimately
lead to greater user satisfaction, and more efficient use
of these devices.

General Considerations

[0057] The methods, systems, and devices discussed
above are examples. Various configurations may omit,
substitute, or add various procedures or components as
appropriate. For instance, in alternative configurations,
the methods may be performed in an order different from
that described, and/or various stages may be added,
omitted, and/or combined. Also, features described with
respect to certain configurations and embodiments may
be combined with or used in various other configurations
and embodiments. Different aspects and elements of the
configurations may be combined in a similar manner. Al-
so, technology evolves and, thus, many of the elements
are examples and do not limit the scope of the disclosure
or claims.
[0058] Specific details are given in the description to
provide a thorough understanding of example configura-
tions (including implementations). However, configura-
tions may be practiced without these specific details. For
example, well-known circuits, processes, algorithms,
structures, and techniques have been shown without un-
necessary detail in order to avoid obscuring the config-
urations. This description provides example configura-
tions only, and does not limit the scope, applicability, or
configurations of the claims. Rather, the preceding de-
scription of the configurations will provide those skilled
in the art with an enabling description for implementing
described techniques. Various changes may be made in
the function and arrangement of elements without de-

parting from the scope of the invention as defined in the
claims.
[0059] Also, configurations may be described as a
process that is depicted as a flow diagram or block dia-
gram. Although each may describe the operations as a
sequential process, many of the operations can be per-
formed in parallel or concurrently. In addition, the order
of the operations may be rearranged. A process may
have additional steps not included in the figure. Further-
more, examples of the methods may be implemented by
hardware, software, firmware, middleware, microcode,
hardware description languages, or any combination
thereof. When implemented in software, firmware, mid-
dleware, or microcode, the program code or code seg-
ments to perform the necessary tasks may be stored in
a non-transitory computer-readable medium such as a
storage medium. Processors may perform the described
tasks.
[0060] Having described several example configura-
tions, various modifications, alternative constructions,
and equivalents may be used without departing from the
invention as defined by the claims. For example, the
above elements may be components of a larger system,
wherein other rules may take precedence over or other-
wise modify the application of the disclosure. Also, a
number of steps may be undertaken before, during, or
after the above elements are considered. Accordingly,
the above description does not bound the scope of the
claims.
[0061] The use of "adapted to" or "configured to" herein
is meant as open and inclusive language that does not
foreclose devices adapted to or configured to perform
additional tasks or steps. Additionally, the use of "based
on" is meant to be open and inclusive, in that a process,
step, calculation, or other action "based on" one or more
recited conditions or values may, in practice, be based
on additional conditions or values beyond those recited.
Headings, lists, and numbering included herein are for
ease of explanation only and are not meant to be limiting.
[0062] Embodiments in accordance with aspects of the
present subject matter can be implemented in digital
electronic circuitry, in computer hardware, firmware, soft-
ware, or in combinations of the preceding. In one em-
bodiment, a computer may comprise a processor or proc-
essors. The processor comprises or has access to a com-
puter-readable medium, such as a random access mem-
ory (RAM) coupled to the processor. The processor ex-
ecutes computer-executable program instructions stored
in memory, such as executing one or more computer
programs including a sensor sampling routine, selection
routines, and other routines to perform the methods de-
scribed above.
[0063] Such processors may comprise a microproces-
sor, a digital signal processor (DSP), an application-spe-
cific integrated circuit (ASIC), field programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs), and state machines. Such processors
may further comprise programmable electronic devices
such as PLCs, programmable interrupt controllers
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(PICs), programmable logic devices (PLDs), program-
mable read-only memories (PROMs), electronically pro-
grammable read-only memories (EPROMs or EEP-
ROMs), or other similar devices.
[0064] Such processors may comprise, or may be in
communication with, media, for example tangible com-
puter-readable media, that may store instructions that,
when executed by the processor, can cause the proces-
sor to perform the steps described herein as carried out,
or assisted, by a processor. Such computer-readable
media may comprise, but are not limited to, all electronic,
optical, magnetic, or other storage devices capable of
providing a processor, such as the processor in a web
server, with computer-readable instructions. Other ex-
amples of media comprise, but are not limited to, a floppy
disk, CD-ROM, magnetic disk, memory chip, ROM, RAM,
ASIC, configured processor, all optical media, all mag-
netic tape or other magnetic media, or any other medium
from which a computer processor can read. Also, various
other devices may include or comprise or provide com-
puter-readable media, such as a router, private or public
network, or other transmission device. The processor,
and the processing, described may be in one or more
structures, and may be dispersed through one or more
structures. The processor may comprise code for carry-
ing out one or more of the methods (or parts of methods)
described herein.
[0065] While the present subject matter has been de-
scribed in detail with respect to specific embodiments
thereof, it will be appreciated that those skilled in the art,
upon attaining an understanding of the foregoing may
readily produce alterations to, variations of, and equiva-
lents to such embodiments. Accordingly, it should be un-
derstood that the present disclosure has been presented
for purposes of example rather than limitation, and does
not preclude inclusion of such modifications, variations
and/or additions to the present subject matter as would
be readily apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art.

Claims

1. A system (100, 200, 300, 400, 500) comprising:

a haptic output device (118, 218-1, 218-2, 222,
416), and
a processor (110) coupled to the haptic output
device, the processor configured to:

(302) determine that a haptic effect should
be generated;
characterized in that the processor is con-
figured to:
(304) receive a signal associated with a par-
asitic vibration;
(306) determine the haptic effect based in
part on the parasitic vibration; and
(308) output a haptic signal associated with

the haptic effect to the haptic output device.

2. The system (100, 200, 300, 400, 500) of claim 1,
further comprising a user interface (114, 116, 202),
and wherein the haptic output device (118, 218-1,
218-2, 222, 416) is configured to output the haptic
effect to the user interface.

3. The system (100, 200, 300, 400, 500) of claim 1 or
2, wherein the signal associated with the parasitic
vibration is received (304) from a data store com-
prising data associated with parasitic vibrations, or
is received from a sensor (120) configured to detect
the parasitic vibrations, or is received from the haptic
output device (118, 218-1, 218-2, 222) which is con-
figured to detect the parasitic vibrations.

4. The system (100, 200, 300, 400, 500) of claim 1, 2
or 3, wherein the haptic effect comprises an effect
configured to be felt distinctly from the parasitic vi-
bration.

5. The system (100, 200, 300, 400, 500) of claim 4,
wherein the haptic effect comprises one or more of:
a vibration at a frequency different than the frequen-
cy of the parasitic vibration or a vibration at a fre-
quency and amplitude configured to mask the para-
sitic vibration, or wherein outputting the haptic effect
comprises varying the parasitic vibration, optionally
by adjusting a feature (408, 454) of a component
(400, 450) associated with the parasitic vibration.

6. The system (100, 200, 300, 400, 500) of claim 4,
wherein the haptic effect comprises one or more of:
a non-vibration based effect, an electrostatic friction
effect, a deformation of a user input device, or a skin
stretch effect.

7. A method (300) comprising:

(302) determining that a haptic effect should be
generated, and
(310) outputting the haptic effect;
characterized by the steps of:
(304) receiving a signal associated with a para-
sitic vibration;
(306) determining the haptic effect based in part
on the parasitic vibration, and
(308) outputting a haptic signal associated with
the haptic effect to a haptic output device (118,
218-1, 218-2, 222, 416).

8. The method (300) of claim 7, wherein the haptic out-
put device (118, 218-1, 218-2, 222) is configured to
output the haptic effect to a user interface (114, 116,
202).

9. The method (300) of claim 7 or 8, wherein the signal
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associated with the parasitic vibration is received
from a data store comprising data associated with
parasitic vibrations, or is received from a sensor
(120) configured to detect the parasitic vibrations, or
is received from a haptic output device (118, 218-1,
218-2, 222) configured to detect the parasitic vibra-
tions.

10. The method (300) of claim 7, 8 or 9, wherein the
haptic effect comprises an effect configured to be
felt distinctly from the parasitic vibration.

11. The method (300) of claim 10, wherein the haptic
effect comprises one or more of: a vibration at a fre-
quency different than the frequency of the parasitic
vibration or a vibration at a frequency and amplitude
configured to mask the parasitic vibration, or wherein
outputting the haptic effect comprises varying the
parasitic vibration, optionally by adjusting a feature
(408, 454) of a component (400, 450) that is asso-
ciated with the parasitic vibration.

12. The method (300) of claim 10, wherein the haptic
effect comprises one or more of: a non-vibration
based effect, an electrostatic friction effect, a defor-
mation of a user input device, or a skin stretch effect.

13. A non-transient computer readable medium com-
prising program code, which when executed by a
processor is configured to cause the processor to
carry out the method (300) of any of claims 7-12.
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